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Abstract. It is known that linearity of the function y(n) is

sufficient for the set {Lj " (x)} of generalized Laguerre polyno-

mials to be of type zero as defined by I. M. Sheffer. We prove here

that linearity is also necessary. This result is exhibited as a special

case in the broader context of generalized Appell representations

introduced by R. P. Boas, Jr. and R. C. Buck.

1. Statement of result. Let {^n(x)} be a simple polynomial set

possessing a generalized Appell representation as defined by Boas and

Buck [l, p. 18]. That is, it is generated by a relation of the form

(1) G(t)$(xH(t)) = £/>„(*)'"
n-0

where
CC

(2) $(0 =  £ <M"       (cbn ̂ 0),
n=0

cc

(3) Git) =   £ SJ"       (go * 0),
n—0

and
oo

(4) E(l) = 2 *»<"        (hi ̂  0).

We say that {pn(x)} E [$] where [$] denotes the subclass of all such

sets whose generalized Appell representations involve a fixed $(t). In

the above expansions we are not concerned with questions of con-

vergence, and our entire discussion is in the language of formal power

series.

Suppose further that

OO

(5) (1 - /)-G(0*(*ff(0) = S Pn\x)tn
n-0
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generates the set {^"'(x)} which evidently reduces to {^>n(x)} when

a = 0. Then let {pnm (x)} be the still more general set obtained by

replacing the parameter a of {pna\x)} by an arbitrary function y(n)

of the index n. Observe that (5) is a generalized Appell representation

and we are thus assured [l, pp. 18-19] that \pn\x)}, as well as

[pnm(x)}, is a simple polynomial set.

The first author [2, equation (4)] has shown that {p^{nn(x)} £ [*]

when 7(w)=a+|3«, a and (3 being arbitrary constants. That is, in

order that {pnin))ix)} £ [*] it is sufficient that the function yin) be

linear for wSi 1. The value of 7(0) is irrelevant since p0a)ix) =go<f>o, as

is seen by setting t = 0 in (5), and so this polynomial is actually inde-

pendent of the parameter a. The object of this paper is to prove the

necessity of linearity and thereby extend the above result to the

following

Theorem. In order that {pnin))ix)} £ [$] it is necessary and suffi-

cient that the function yin) be linear for «=^ 1.

An application to Laguerre polynomials will be discussed in §3

below. Indeed, it was consideration of that special case which sug-

gested the theorem.

2. Proof of theorem. We start the proof of necessity by relating

certain of the coefficients of the polynomials

(6) pnix)   = Cn.nX" + Cn.n-lX^1 +   •   •  ■

to those of

(7) pn ix)   =  Cn,nXn + Cn.n-lX*-1 +   •   •   •  .

Specifically, it is immediate from (1) and (5) that

(1 - 0-G(/)$(*77(0) = j £("") (~ Dn'"} { E Pnix)t"j ,

or

Pn\x)=    i(~a)i-lYPn-kix).
k=0 \   K   /

Replacing a by yin) in the above, we have then

(7(1)),    > /    \      I /     \ /    s      ,

Pn ix)   = pnix) + YW/'n-lW +   "   '   '

which, in view of (6), becomes
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pn (x)  = Cn.nXn + (c„,n-l + Y(»)c„_l,n-l)*n_1 +   •  •  • .

Comparison of (7) with this reveals that for n ^ 0

\P) Cn,n Cn,n

and for n ^ 1

(9) Cn,n-1 = Cn.n-1 + y(n)cn-l,n-l-

Next, define for n ^ 1 the two sequences

(10) Sn  = -  *  -
<t>n— 1 Cn.n

and

(t>n Cn.n-1

(11) Sn  = -  •  ~-
(pn—1 C„,n

where the cp's are the coefficients in (2). Using (8) and (9) to substi-

tute for the ratio cn,n-i/cn,n in (11) and subtracting (10) from the

resulting equation, we find that

,,_. 4>n     y(n)cn-i,n-i
(12) §„ — s„ =-•-

<Pn—l Cn,n

Now, quoting in what amounts to only slightly different notation

a theorem due to the second author [4, Theorem 2], we know that

{pn(x)} E [<£] implies the identity

(13) s„ = Si + (s2 — Si)(n — 1)

for all n^ 1. Moreover, keeping in mind that we are proving the neces-

sity part of our theorem, we have that   {p%inn(x)} E [$]   and so

(14) sn = si + (Ss — h)(n - 1)

when w^l. Subtract (13) from (14) and replace the resulting terms

sn — sn, h — Si, and s2 — s2 by the equivalent expressions indicated in

(12). This yields

(pn   y(n)cn-i,n-i

(15) *n"1        C"'n

(pi  t(1)co,o ,  /4>2   y(2)ci,i      cbi   t(1)co,o\/
=-f-I-Un- 1)

0o      Ci,i \cpi      c2>2 (po       Ci,i   /

for w=il.
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Finally, in the proof of the theorem just quoted it has been pointed

out that Cn,n = <pngoh" where go and hi are the initial coefficients in (3)

and (4). Substituting then for the c's in (15) we find that it reduces to

y(n) = 27(1) - 7(2) + (t(2) - y(l))n.

That is, for all m^ 1, yin) =a-\-f$n where a and /3 are constants, and

the proof is complete.

3. A special case. If $(2)=exp(2) in (1), the corresponding gen-

eralized Appell subclass [exp] to which {p«(x)} belongs consists of

the so-called zero type sets introduced by Sheffer [6]. The set {P»(x)}

of simple Laguerre polynomials is, for example, of type zero. In fact,

it is the special case when a = 0 of the set {Ljf"' (x)} of generalized

Laguerre polynomials generated by [5, p. 242]

/ — xt \       "      (a)
(1 - 0—lexp--) = J2 d \x)f.

M  — tf       n=«o

Recently Carlitz [3] showed that, in addition, the set {LH0,+Mix)} is

of type zero for arbitrary a and /3. The question naturally arises as

to whether there are nonlinear functions yin) of the index n such that

{Ln{n)) ix)} is of type zero. With our theorem, we are now able to

answer this question in the negative. That is, the set { PJ,tC")) (x)} of

generalized Laguerre polynomials is of type zero if and only if yin)

is linear for n ^ 1.
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